This Release of the DISN CPG 5.1:

- Incorporates Joint Staff J6 and UCDSMO comments
- Reflects DISA’s reorganization
- Aligns with terminology in recent DoD issuances
- Cybersecurity Service Provider Compliance
- Required RMF documents and artifacts
- ATC renewal with continuous monitoring
- SIPRNet FED DMZ update
- NIPRNet Federated Gateway connection process
- JRSS Accreditation
- References the Cloud Computing Connection Guide
- Cyber Hygiene Analysis (CHA)
- Virtual Private Network (VPN) registration
- Initial Connection scans
- CDS Approval Process update
- References are updated
- Transition from TDM to IP-based solutions
- Revised timeline for transition to RMF (DoDI 8510.01, change 1
- Incorporates DSAWG member recommendations